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Why is the United States Congress trying to enforce the Sopa and the Papa? Because I'm a pirate. The simple fact of the matter is that piracy was not a problem for American rights holders (publishers, artists, content creators) like the RIAA and MAPPA, the morally bankrupt representatives and senators and the Stop Online Piracy Act
and the IP Act. Terrafiangal takes some anti-piracy literature despite the heperbolac tone - that is like the pirate drug cases, child slave labor, or the scum - is clearly a problem, even if we don't agree on how big a problem it is. But why is piracy a problem in the first place? To answer that, I have to tell you that I have pirates. Copyright is in
its current form, copyright laws are broken. It varies from country to country, but in most Western countries there is some kind of drooling, giant animal in copyright law. In the jewel, copyright is meant to protect the creator of a work - whether it's a painting, book, video game, or movie-by-band. Thanks to the power of the lobby, though,
copyright law protects the interests of publishers and artists. The spa, which allows a publisher to point to copyright work and demand that it has been removed from the entribus, is the creation of lobby and associations, not individual artists. Let me give you an example of how copyright is intended to work. If I create a painting and hang it
in the gallery, copyright ensures that no one takes the picture and does not print or copies. If I produce official copies of my paintings and sell them, whatever you like with your copy is completely free. If you want to scratch it, you can. If you want to give it to someone as a gift, you can. This means your money to buy you. Thanks to this
copyright law breach, almost every form of digital content has now been closed with DRM. Games that are small cars, a pain to open, and can only be installed on a computer; Cloud based movies that you never really do yourself. Books and music that can be removed from a device or account at any time, without warning. That's why I
have the pirate: when I buy something, I want to be the owner of it. I don't want a publisher or broadcaster to know how or why or when I can use something. The digital distribution system still has made a massive jump in the digital distribution circle in recent years. Both Steam and iTunes are fantastic, the purchase of kindle books is very
easy, and Netflix is great - but if you look closely, most of these services are still in the balance with problems. iTunes is easy to use, but apart from music, everything you buy is wrapped in DRM. You can't burn an episode of Fun on DVD and watch it on your TV. The problem with, of course, is that you never see. Like Spotify, it's a
service that you must keep paying to access your favorite shows. After � Steam and iTunes are not the problem towards music –because they are de-facto ways to release a game or album--but have you seen how fast THE DVD keeps the rthru appears on the sites of forums or pirates bay? Have you seen that it is easy to download
goods from these sites? And you can burn your download dvd! Magic. That's why I have pirate: when I buy something, I want to be free to enjoy it but I like it. I don't want to force an indefinite loan or just being allowed to play a movie via iTunes on a computer. Next page: Games, movies, and albums are very expensive this site is not
available in your country forget about facts, common sense or good taste for a moment. Consider these situations, which fit a comedy of the pirates radio. Clearly, once it was that middle was a powerful class that had to be absolutely deaf. And how to explain the failure of these ministers to listen to- or feel a tremendous riff like the Kinks'
all day and all night? Rock music, while the Popular Plosaoli, was a limited exhibition on official radio, resulting in the operation of foreign artists (that is, until the government shut them down in 1967). Who can really say that such rolling
saaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa This is
the license you have. Widely and ganal paint by writer-director Richard Curtis (actually love) found no real anger for pulling out the sea-daco radio. Instead, his hat goes to extra extent to curse the almost-dakkansian comedy. (This is what you get when you throw the branaga.) The passage, the self-contained universe, is sometimes
visited by the Groupes, often feels like the more comfortable deck of Wes Anderson's ship in the water of life. While the main plot is the tension between the young Carl (Store) Hardalaziz Krazis, we mostly revolve around the interior of the boat, the aing and the beautiful far-off dinning. Surrounds, not belly-laughing, often come, and if
viewers love British comedy, it will help. When it comes to ending like an inevitable titanic, one needs to worry that this giant character-or rock &amp; roll-will die.-Joshua Rotkokov gave the opportunity to open On Friday. More new movie reviews posted: Monday November 9, 2009 Every Day, on the website for the most important and
interesting news to the journalists of The United States. Here we have found today: dangerous business. Michael Aerington recently told us that businesses are his rock stars. In a new tech-rich post, he goes one step further, bringing more than one rebel group-to-the-pirates. According to Aerington, both pirates and the admen have lost
their ideas of danger. Paying to start a business are just horrible when you account for the risk, they write, and as far as the 17th century pirates go, there is a very small chance you wanted Lucky with some reward, and a huge chance you will drown, or be thrown, or whatever. Instead, Arlington believes, the real pay for both pirates and
the ad-hoc is the brave lifestyle that both career paths bear them. I don't care if you're an arbab, writes Arlington. If you haven't started a company, really start your resume and your money and maybe even your marriage just go crazy and try something on yourself, you don't have any pirates and you're not in the club. The reality on small
business tax cuts. Along with Rob of the New York Times, his owner blog, Mandelab reviewed President Obama's comments last week, which he and Congress have approved in the past few years... There are 16 different tax deductions for Small Businesses in America. If this number seems a little higher for you, it should, says
Mandelbam. [H] The 'tax deduction' is actually encouraged to take measures that businesses cannot take in other words, you have to spend money to get tax benefits. Bye, old eBay design. Years ago, eBay emerged as the premier auction site on the web. Although perhaps a little changed in its status, its design has changed less too.
Now, as e-commerce faces competition from Amazon as well, the Wall Street Journal reports that the company has announced site-like closures to launch this week. The purpose of the repair is to promote sales only in time for the holiday season. Behind the new look, which includes eBay's first major home page in nearly four years, is
an immediate attempt to close a technology gap that has caused the Onatime website to lag behind rivals like Amazon.com . A device company plans to use in new designs is on the model proposed by Amazon, an algorithm that predicts a user's wishes known for the aerial, or often, it's completely wrong. Get ready for Blackka.
Remember the new search engines that are ready to become Google killers? That's okay, we're not either. To get a significant share in the search, a market that generates billions of dollars in advertising revenue annually is a long shot. But even Blackka, a new search engine that usually starts this morning, is worth a shock, according to
San Francisco: it only offers search results from useful, reliable sites. Sltig, or search filters, blackscores using 3,000,000,000 web pages it considers worth it, but only shows the best results on any subject. Find cold treatment, for example, creates a limited amount of links to sites related to it such as WebMD and Madacaniplos, which are
associated with national health organizations. Google could not copy the location of the sale, analysts said. The goal is to clean up the web search and get all the spam out of it, says Rich Screen, co-founder of Blackka, human-modified web The working man spent his career and has been quietly built on Blackka Blackka 2007. Talks with
Turkey. Sure, 25,000,000 visitors check FoodNetwork.com in November, and about AllRecipes.com 20,000,000 visitors. But when it comes time for the cooking super bowl, thanksgiving is the Bottle-Ball Customer Service King. That's why executives at Buterball say they believe that, in addition to the turkish sales, the company's power is
in its customer service. The Football Advice Line Fields calls 10,000 just on Thanksgiving Day. Sure, email questions have been answered, but personal contacts do not lose over those who follow the food industry, the Chicago Tribune reports. How to build a business community. Helped to build Boulder, Colorado has a proprietary
hotspot with its own star program, Bradfield knows a few things about building an early friendly community. For those who want to follow his lead, Field has some tips on his blog looking for someone to build a community owned in his hometown. However, before you turn your city into the next Silicon Valley, Field explains that it's not
going to happen overnight. As he warned, get ready for the 20-year journey. It takes a core group of leaders-at least half a dozen to promise to provide a leadership of the age of 20 years. For more of field ideas on how to achieve a successful work/life balance, check with our Q&amp;A here. A unique new campaign. Rod Blagojiwatch
and Nicole Snowk polizzi of jersey coasts are not usually more than, of course, their run-inwitha with the law. Now, we've seen in a while that in one of the strange marketing projects, the fissaq brand, big farms, is unlikely to be in a $20,000,000 TV campaign which features the snow-and-blagowatch cracking open-key pasta. According to
the latest Dow Jones, the company says that ads do not seek conflict, but do find a big factor. It looks like it's working. Provide it in your inbox. Inbox.
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